WISE Prize for Education Nomination Guidelines

This document addresses the following questions:

1 – What is the WISE Prize for Education?
2 – Who can be nominated to the WISE Prize for Education?
3 – What type of nominee(s) is eligible?
4 – What is the submission process and timeline?
5 – How is the laureate evaluated and selected?
6 – What is the commitment of the laureate towards WISE?
7 – Acknowledgement of general terms and conditions

1. What is the WISE Prize for Education?

The WISE Prize for Education recognizes an individual or a team for their outstanding contribution to education, and for their resolve to develop an idea or grow their initiative further. The WISE Prize for Education celebrates and shares the laureate’s vision in building the future of education by providing the Laureate(s) tailored support over two years to scale their impact.

The Laureate(s) will receive US $ 500,000 cash prize dedicated to continuing their work in education, and a medal.

The WISE Prize is not a grant scheme aimed at supporting new projects or organization. The prize is aimed at recognizing the accomplishment of an individual or team in education and their potential in shaping the future of education.

2. Who can nominate and be nominated to the WISE Prize for Education?

Nominee

The 2023 WISE Prize for Education selection process only accepts nominations. Self-nominations will not be considered.

Potential WISE Prize for Education candidates can be researchers, education practitioners, policy makers, organization leaders and can belong to any education sector such as early childhood education, K-12, higher education, vocational training, differently abled development, informal education, distance-based learning, education technology and lifelong learning.

Nominees for the WISE Prize for Education can be from any part of the world, if they meet the criteria indicated on the next page.
Nominator:

- The nominator must be an individual and not an organization, the nominator could be working with the nominee, part of their community, one of the nominee's end beneficiaries or have no relationship with the nominee.
- The nominator will fill out the nomination form and should know the nominee’s work very well.
- The nominator can fill out the nomination form without informing or asking for information from the nominee. The nominator can also request information from the nominee to fill the form.
- The nominator should provide the needed contact information, in case the WISE team would like to contact the nominator for further details.

MULTIPLE NOMINATIONS

Several nominations from different individuals may be submitted for the same individual, although this has no bearing on the judging process.

The same nominators may submit several nominations for different individuals or team.

3. What type of nominee(s) is eligible?

The WISE Prize for Education recognizes an individual or a team for an outstanding contribution to education (typically with a minimum of 10 years of dedication to the educational field). The achievements of the nominated individual or team should have had a significant and lasting impact upon education at any level and should demonstrate an inspiring and visionary approach. The nominee(s) should meet the following criteria:

- **Commitment to Education**: The nominee(s) has proven a continuous commitment to addressing education challenge(s) locally or internationally.
- **Positive Systemic Innovation**: the nominee(s) is a catalyst for systemic change by creating innovative solutions to local or international education challenge(s).
- **Leadership**: the vision of the nominee(s) is not only innovative but contextually challenges the status quo. The nominee(s) is the driving force behind the project/organization not simply the director. The nominee has the energy and aspiration to continue growing the impact of his or her work.
- **Sustainable Impact**: the contribution of the nominee(s) generates positive and sustainable impact in the lives of the targeted beneficiaries. Shortlisted nominee(s) must clearly outline how the WISE Prize for Education will optimize, grow and scale their impact.

4. What is the submission process?

- The nominator should create an account and complete the nomination form available on the WISE online application system https://programs.wise.org.qa/
- The nomination form should be completed in English. Any other language will not be considered.
- The nomination form should be submitted before the deadline as the system automatically closes by the timeline, and WISE does not accept nominations after the deadline, 22 January, 2023.
- To prevent any accidental loss of information while completing the form, we encourage nominators to save at every step.
• The nominator should fill out all the required questions, the nomination cannot be submitted until all the required questions are completed.
• Each nomination requires two supporters; the two references should be individuals who have worked closely with the nominee from collaborating organizations, previous colleagues…etc. The WISE team will contact the supporters, the supporters SHOULD NOT send letters of the recommendation to WISE unless they are requested.
• WISE will contact the two supporters, kindly make sure that their details are up to date and correct.
• A confirmation email along with a PDF version of the nomination form will be sent to the nominator once the system has received the nomination.

5. How is the laureate evaluated and selected?

**WISE Due diligence:** as the WISE Prize for Education is awarded on nominations, WISE will contact eligible nominee(s) to conduct further due diligence and verify the information on the nomination forms.

**Committee evaluation:** a committee of education experts will be responsible for evaluating the initial review of nominations and will propose a shortlist of finalists based on the criteria and the information provided in the forms.

**Follow-up with finalists:** finalists will be required to submit a short proposal on how they would use the WISE Prize funds of US $500,000 and how winning the WISE Prize for Education would benefit them. The jury will review the proposal during the final evaluation period.

**Jury evaluation:** a jury composed of prominent educational figures drawn from government, civil society, the private sector, international organizations, universities and social entrepreneurs will review shortlisted finalists and their proposals. The Jury will select the 2023 WISE Prize for Education Laureate.

Prior to any decision by the Committee and Jury, and during the entire selection process, WISE, the Committee and the Jury reserve the right to ask for clarification or supplementary information from the nominee. Additionally, information provided on the submitted forms will be reviewed and, in the event of any false or inaccurate information, the nomination will be deemed invalid.

6. What is the commitment of the laureate towards WISE?

Upon selection, the 2023 WISE Prize for Education Laureate(s) will agree to provide WISE with four reports outlining the progress of their work and the impact of the cash prize over two years. The reports will be sent to WISE and the format and terms will be outlined on a Memorandum of Understanding between WISE and the Laureate.

7. Acknowledgement of General Terms and Conditions

**Communication**

WISE reserves the right to publicize the winning candidates by means of any kind of communication (internal and/or commercial advertising), through any promotional media (press, magazines, catalogues, websites, etc.) and all over the world.
This communication may be in the form of pictures, recordings (audio and video) and texts supplied by the laureate.

The Laureate agrees to provide photos and descriptions of their projects at the time of being awarded the WISE Prize and for a period of at least two years following the 2023 Summit. They also acknowledge the right of the WISE initiative to use this material.

The Laureate agrees to provide the WISE initiative with information on any developments related to their projects that may be a result of, or linked to, the WISE initiative and the WISE Prize for Education.

The Laureate also agrees to give full access and facilitate, when necessary, the film production conducted by the WISE team.

**Data Protection**

Nominators agree that their personal details will be included in a database owned by the WISE initiative, which will be the exclusive custodian of the said details for the purpose of managing the specified competition. The WISE initiative will not sell or distribute applicants’ personal data to third parties.

Nominators have the right to access and modify any personal data concerning themselves. Nominators also have the right to refuse to be included in a database and may exercise these rights at any time by making the appropriate request in writing to wiseprize@wise.org.qa

**Liability**

WISE reserves the right to modify the conditions of the call for nomination or the WISE Prize at any time.

WISE shall not be liable if the call for nominations is extended, shortened, modified or cancelled, or if problems arise with the website or due to loss of materials in e-mail and/or postal services.

Nominators and finalists cannot dispute the choice of Finalists or the winning candidate nor can they dispute the allocation of the WISE Prize for Education.

**Intellectual Property**

WISE owns the intellectual property rights for texts, photos, films, documentaries, etc. made for the WISE initiative and also for the trademarks and logos appearing in various supporting media. Consequently, the nominees cannot use them, in whole or in part, unless they have received specific authorization from the WISE Team.

**Governing Law – Jurisdiction**

These rules for the WISE Prize for Education are governed by Qatari law and, in the event of a dispute regarding their interpretation or performance, such a dispute shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the competent courts in Doha, Qatar.

**Information and Queries**

To access the application system and for further information about the 2023 WISE Prize for Education please visit the official website: [http://www.wise-qatar.org/wise-prize-for-education](http://www.wise-qatar.org/wise-prize-for-education). For any queries, please contact the WISE Team through the website or by email: wiseprize@wise.org.qa
**Timeline**

- **Call for nominations:** 2 December, 2022 – 22 January, 2023 13:00 GMT
- **WISE Due Diligence:** 5 – 23 February, 2023
- **Committee Evaluation:** 27 February – 23 March, 2023
- **2nd Round of Due Diligence:** 28 March – 29 June, 2023
- **Jury Evaluation:** 29 June – 25 August, 2023
- **Announcement of the 2023 Laureate:** WISE Summit 2023